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In January, as is usual, I issued an annual forecast of the outlook for the "to,,] 
market in 1957. This was published in an article in the "Commer cial & Financial C:-.. 
nicle" which said, in part, " •••.•. My graphs on the Dow-Jones Industrial Average 
indicate a rather wide potential on both sides of the market •... Graphs of individual 
issues show a probable continuation of the diverse price movements that have been 
the pattern over a considerable period of time. The technical patterns of individual 
stocks are a combination of excellent, good, fair, neutral, mediocre, poor and un-
favorable. The"sum these is an average that is meaningless"when applied 
to individual issues. This diversity is not new and it will most likely continue for 
the foreseeable future. In view of this probability, I envisage neither a sharp ad-
vance nor a sharp decline, but rather a wide trading area in the Dow-Jones Indus-
trial Average ••.••• My projection would be 530-430 with individual issues showing 
both above and below average price action. " 

So far this prediction has proved valid. The high of the market, reached in 
July was 522.20. The recent decline failed to carry the rna rket much below the 
February low of 453.07. Wednesday's low was 452.19. Since then the market has 
rallied to reach a high of 462.40 on Friday, but closed at 456.89. So far, the 
February low has held, but another testing is to be expected. If the test fails, 
the average could decline to somewhere around 430. 

The reason for the market weakness has, of course, been uncertainty over 
the business picture. This uncertainty has, in turn, been caused by the Federal 
Reserve policy of credit restraint over the past two years. It must be remembered 
that credit manipulation normally takes some time to operate. Thus the full effect 
of tight money will not be felt until 1958. Conversely, even if the "Fed" were to 
ease money now, the effect would probably not be felt for at least a year. 

thisconnection-:-the main--obrective of the inve"stor should be to purchase 
securities where values are sound and where earnings can continue to move ahead 
inithe face of a mild business decline. For the past month the letter has been pro-
poning the theory that stocks of this nature can be found in the consumer goods 
category and that portfoliOS should be drastically revised in order to give heavier 
representation in this group. 

Among groups in the consume r goods field which have shown above average 
price action are the following, listed together with recommended stocks. 

Autos - (Chrysler) 
Baking 
Electronics-TV (Zenith, Magnavox, Motorola, Raytheon) 
Farnn Machinery - (J. 1. Case) 
Fertilizer 
Finance 
Food Chain - (American Stores, Grand Union, Winn-Dixie) 
Food Products - (General Foods) 
Glass 
Retail Chain - (Federated, Gimbel) 

- "Soft Di'ink 
Tin Can - (American Can) 
Tobacco 
Utility 

Currently, portfolios should largely consist of stocks in the above mentioned 
groups, plus others recently added to our recommended list. Other especiaJly attract-
ive stocks include American Brake Shoe, Western Pacific, Lily Tulip, Bell & Howell, 
Bristol Myers and Houdaille Ind. A portion of both investment and speculative port-
folios might also be committed to bonds, both straight and selected convertibles, as 
these securities will be the first to benefit from any relaxation of the "tight-money" 
polj GJT 
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